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ABSTRACT: The transmission Control protocol is one of the pillars of the global internet. One of TCP’s critical 

functions is congestion control in wireless network communication. Congestion control in wireless networks has been 

broadly investigated and numerous techniques have been developed, all with the aim of improving performance in 

wireless network. This paper provides an effective scheme for congestion control error detection and correction in 

transmission of data packets in wireless communication networks. The goal is to maximize the total utility and achieve 

low end-to-end delay simultaneously with accuracy. For this objective, sliding window based approach is applied in 

which Go-Back-N cyclic coding technique is used to prevent congestion control.  
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         I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In data networking and queuing theory, network congestion occurs when a link or node is carrying so much data that its 

quality of service deteriorates. Typical effects include queuing delay, packet loss or the blocking of new connections. A 

consequence of the latter two effects is that an incremental increase in offered load leads either only to a small increase 

in network throughput, or to an actual reduction in network throughput. 

 

Congestive collapse (or congestion collapse) is the condition in which congestion in a packet-switched computer 

network prevents or limits useful communication. Congestion collapse generally occurs at "choke points" in the 

network, where the total incoming traffic to a node exceeds the outgoing bandwidth. Connection points between a local 

area network and a wide area network are the most likely choke points. 

 

Congestion control concerns controlling traffic entry into a telecommunications network, so as to avoid congestive 

collapse by attempting to avoid oversubscription of any of the processing or link capabilities of the intermediate nodes 

and networks and taking resource reducing steps, such as reducing the rate of sending packets. It should not be 

confused with flow control, which prevents the sender from overwhelming the receiver.The TCP congestion avoidance 

algorithm is the primary basis for congestion control in the Internet. Problems occur when many concurrent TCP flows 

are experiencing port queue buffer tail-drops. Then TCP's automatic congestion avoidance is not enough. All flows that 

experience port queue buffer tail-drop will begin a TCP retrain at the same moment – this is called TCP global 

synchronization. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

David Q. LIU, Williana Jean BAPTISTE: Congestion control in wireless networks has been extensively investigated 

over the years and several schemes and techniques have been developed, all with the aim of improving performance in 

wireless net-work. With the rapid expansion and implementation of wireless technology it is essential that the 

congestion control problem be solved. This paper presents a survey of five congestion control schemes which are dif-

ferent in slow start threshold calculation, bandwidth estimation, and congestion window manipulation. A 

comprehensive comparison of these approaches is given in relation to assumptions, bandwidth estimation, congestion 

window size manipulation, performance evaluation, fairness and friendliness and improved throughput. 
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Ahmed Khurshid, Md. Humayun Kabir, and Md. Anindya Tahsin Prodhan: As the basic TCP congestion control 

algorithm cannot distinguish between congestion event and bit error event, it fails to perform well in wireless networks. 

In this paper, we propose modifications to the basic TCP congestion control algorithm so that its performance is 

enhanced in wireless networks. In particular, our algorithm refines the multiplicative decrease algorithm of TCP 

NewReno. We are using some statistical counters to track the frequencies of the occurrences of timeouts and 3-

dupacks. Different ratios of these counter values are then used to differentiate a congestion event from a non-

congestion event. We are also tracking the time difference between two consecutive timeouts to figure out whether 

timeouts are caused by network congestion or random bit errors. We tested our proposed algorithm using the Network 

Simulator version 2 (ns-2) and found that it shows better performance than any other TCP variants in the wireless 

networks. Moreover, our algorithm is end-to-end in nature and modifies only TCP sender’s algorithm. 

 

Alessandro Abate, Minghua Chen, Shankar Sastry: This paper proposes two new congestion control schemes for packet 

switched wireless networks. Starting from the seminal work of Kelly (Kelly et al., Dec 1999), we consider the 

decentralized flow control model for a TCP-like scheme and extend it to the wireless scenario. Motivated by the 

presence of channel errors, we introduce updates in the part of the model representing the number of connections the 

user establishes with the network; this assumption has important physical interpretation. Specifically, we propose two 

updates: the first is static, while the second evolves dynamically. The global stability of both schemes has been proved; 

also, a stochastic stability study and the rate of convergence of the two algorithms have been investigated. This paper 

focuses on the delay sensitivity of both schemes. A stability condition on the parameters of the system is introduced 

and proved. Moreover, some deeper insight on the structure of the oscillations of the system is attained. To support the 

theoretical results, simulations are provided. 

 

P.Radha Krishna Reddy, Ashim Roy, G.Sireesha K., Pushpa Rani : In this paper we proposed to improve channels 

transmission rate but different time-invariant error rates. By assuming the Gilbert–Elliott model (GEM) for each 

channel and TCP for high speed. The additive increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm is a feedback control 

algorithm best known for its use in TCP Congestion Avoidance. AIMD combines linear growth of the congestion 

window with an exponential reduction when congestion takes place. Multiple flows using AIMD congestion control 

will eventually converge to use equal amounts of a contended link. The related schemes of multiplicative-

increase/multiplicative-decrease (MIMD) and additive-increase/additive-decrease (AIAD) do not converge.  

 

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

 

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a core protocol of the Internet protocol suite. It originated in the initial 

network implementation in which it complemented the Internet Protocol (IP). Therefore, the entire suite is commonly 

referred to as TCP/IP. TCP provides reliable, ordered, and error-checked delivery of a stream of octets between 

applications running on hosts communicating over an IP network.  

 

The TCP has two major sections: Flow Control: Algorithms to prevent that the sender overruns the receiver with 

information. Congestion Control: Algorithms to prevent that the sender overloads the network. This paper mainly 

discusses congestion control in which error detection and correction is the most important issue. Error control schemes 

that involve error detection and retransmission of lost or corrupted packets are referred to as Automatic Repeat Request 

(ARQ) error control. Most Error Control techniques are based on: Error Detection Scheme  (Parity checks, CRC) and 

Retransmission Scheme.The most common ARQ retransmission schemes are: Stop-and-Wait ARQ, Go-Back-N ARQ, 

Selective Repeat ARQ.  This paper discusses Go-Back-N ARQ in detail as it has maximum advantages among the 

three.A station may send multiple packets as allowed by the window size. Receiver sends a NAK i if  packet i is in 

error. After that, the receiver discards all incoming packets until the packet in error was correctly retransmitted. If 

sender receives a NAK i it will retransmit packet i and all packets i+1, i+2,... which have been sent, but not been 

acknowledged. 
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Figure1. Process of ACK & NAK between sending and receiving end 

 

In Go-back-N, if packets are correctly delivered, they are delivered in the correct sequence. Therefore, the receiver does 

not need to keep track of `holes’ in the sequence of delivered packets. 

 

 
 

Figure2. Representation of Go-Back-N ARQ 

 

IV. MATLAB SIMULATION & RESULT 

 

The coding done for sliding window is implemented on MATLAB 7.11 (R2010b) and the system configuration of Intel 

Core i3- 1.90 GHz with 64 bit operating system. This code asks to enter the number of frames to be sent and asks to 

enter number of bits in one frame, and then it generates the transmitted bits with the received message with the ACK 

frame. This is a MATLAB coding that implements Go-Back-N ARQ with Cyclic Coding. Error Correcting FEC used is 

Cyclic Coding and CRC is used for Error Detection. Retransmission strategy is Go-Back-N. All this based on the 

principle of sliding window. Simulation result is then obtained. 
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Figure3. Transmitted messages  

 

The coding for sliding window displays this result. When the simulation is done code asks to enter the number of 

frames user want to send and then how many bits in one frame consist which will then generate the transmitted bits 

with the received message and also the ACK frame. All this is based on the principle of sliding window which is very 

essential part in congestion control in wireless communication system. In support of this concept the figure below 

shows the output of the MATLAB code.  

 

 

 
Figure 4. Output graph of MATLAB coding 

 

Go-Back-N ARQ is a specific instance of the automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol, in which the sending process 

continues to send a number of frames specified by a window size even without receiving an acknowledgement (ACK) 

packet from the receiver. It is a special case of the general sliding window protocol with the transmit window size of N 

and receive window size of 1. 

 

The coding for Go-Back-N ARQ for congestion control is done in the MATLAB domain. This simulation strategy is a 

function that implements Go Back N ARQ with Cyclic Coding. Error Correcting FEC used is for Cyclic Coding and 

CRC is used for Error Detection. Retransmission strategy after correction is done by Go-Back-N. 
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Figure5. Data coded with CRC 

 

The check value or CRC, for each block of data to be sent or stored and appends it to the data, forming a codeword. 

When a codeword is received or read, the code either compares its check value with one freshly calculated from the 

data block, or equivalently, performs a CRC on the whole codeword and compares the resulting check value with an 

expected residue constant. If the check values do not match, then the block contains a data error. The device may take 

corrective action, such as rereading the block or requesting that it be sent again. Otherwise, the data is assumed to be 

error-free (though, with some small probability, it may contain undetected errors; this is the fundamental nature of 

error-checking). 

 
Figure6. Cyclic coded data transmitted 

 

An error-correcting code (ECC) or forward error correction (FEC) code is a system of adding redundant data, or parity 

data, to a message, such that it can be recovered by a receiver even when a number of errors (up to the capability of the 

code being used), either during the process of transmission, or on storage. Since the receiver does not have to ask the 

sender for retransmission of the data, a backchannel is not required in forward error correction, and it is therefore 

suitable for communication such as broadcasting. Error-correcting codes are frequently used in lower-

layer communication, as well as for reliable storage in media. 
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Figure7. Data packet decoded  

 

When the error check and correction are over then the data packets are decoded at the receiver end and the receiving 

channel receives the data packets which are now in pure form. Hence the figure-7 shows the data after decoding and the 

corresponding data packets received are shown below in figure-8 

 

 

 
Figure8. Received Data packets  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper congestion control in wireless networks has been discussed and to control the congestion, the technique of 

sliding window is used. In sliding window, simple ARQ techniques are employed for which MATLAB coding is 

executed to simulate the results. It was found that error in transmission occurs while reducing the network congestion. 

Therefore an effective technique is employed which the GO-Back-N ARQ cyclic is coding in which, first the data 

packets undergo the parity check, if error detected then the packet is resend and those packets which are verified for 

error check are sent for transmission.  

In this way sliding window approach is employed for congestion control in networks. In Future For window dependent 

losses an approximate expression, analogues to the square root formula for standard TCP, can be used to compute the 
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throughput as well as SISD or MISD can be applied for calculating error rate for single and multiplicative channels 

when selective sequential queues are approached. Enhancing TCP to reliably handle loss, minimize errors, manage 

congestion and go fast in very high-speed environments are ongoing areas of research and standards development. 
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